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The article addresses two issues regarding Hebrew reduplication: (a)
the distinction between reduplicated and nonreduplicated stems with
identical consonants (e.g., minen ‘to apportion’ vs. mimen ‘to fi-
nance’), and (b) the patterns of reduplication (C1VC2VC2C,
C1VC2C3VC3C, C1VC2C1CVC2C, and C1C2VC3C2CVC3C). These is-
sues are studied from a surface point of view, accounting for speakers’
capacity to parse forms with identical consonants regardless of their
base. It is argued that the grammar constructed by the learner on the
basis of structural relations (base – output) can also serve for parsing
surface forms without reference to a base.
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Words in Modern Hebrew (hereafter Hebrew) may have one or two pairs of identical consonants
anywhere in the stem. I argue that the stem is reduplicated when the pair appears (or the pairs
appear) at the right periphery, without an intervening consonant (e.g., garar ‘to drag’, +ixrer ‘to
release’, bakbuk ‘bottle’, +ravrav ‘plumber’); otherwise, the stem is not reduplicated (e.g., mimen
‘to finance’, diskes ‘to discuss’, safsal ‘bench’, +óre+ ‘root’). The reduplicated stems have three
possible prosodic structures, CVCVC, CVCCVC, and CCVCCVC, which can host one or two
pairs of identical consonants. Consequently, there are four patterns of reduplication: C1VC2VC2C,
C1VC2C3VC3C, C1VC2C1CVC2C, and C1C2VC3C2CVC3C (where subscript C marks the copy).

In this article, I explore Hebrew stems with identical consonants, with emphasis on their
surface structure (i.e., without reference to a lexical base), rather than their derivation. I address
the following questions:

• How do speakers assign structure to forms with identical consonants, distinguishing be-
tween reduplicated and nonreduplicated stems?

• What is the system responsible for the surface patterns of reduplication?
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article: Adam Ussishkin, David Gil, Iris Berent, and my students in the Linguistics Department at Tel Aviv University;
the participants in the colloquia at University of California at Santa Cruz, Bar Ilan University, and Tel Aviv University;
and two anonymous reviewers whose comments were remarkably insightful. The usual disclaimers apply.
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Studies of Hebrew reduplication have mostly been concerned with the relation between a
lexical base (either an abstract underlying representation or a surface form) and its reduplicated
counterpart. The empirical basis of these studies has been denominative verbs (McCarthy 1979,
1981, 1984, Bat-El 1989, 1994b, 1995, Gafos 1998, Ussishkin 1999, 2000) and the nominal/
adjectival pattern C1C2VC3C2CVC3C (McCarthy 1979, 1981, Graf 2002).

There are several reasons to also study reduplicated forms without reference to their lexical
base: (a) there are nonreduplicated forms with identical consonants in different positions in the
stem (e.g., mimen ‘to finance’); (b) there are many ‘‘orphan’’ reduplicated forms—that is, forms
without a nonreduplicated counterpart and thus without a surface lexical base (e.g., garar ‘to
drag’); (c) experimental studies (see section 2) suggest that speakers distinguish between redupli-
cated and nonreduplicated nonce words with identical consonants. A derivational account can
assume an abstract underlying representation for the orphan reduplicated forms, but not for the
nonce words. It should be clarified that I do not say that there is no derivational process of
reduplication, given speakers’ capacity to form a new reduplicated form from a given base. Rather,
I claim that speakers can identify a reduplicated form without reference to a lexical base, and it
is this capacity I wish to account for here.

Many of the studies mentioned above are also concerned with the patterns of reduplication.
Those that study all the patterns provide a different analysis for each one. Here, I provide a unified
account for all patterns of reduplication, arguing that there is no independent reason for different
analyses.

I start the discussion with the relevant data, showing that (a) in terms of prosodic structure,
vocalic pattern, and affixation, reduplicated forms are identical to nonreduplicated ones, and (b)
the prosodic restrictions (the minimal word) are not sufficient to account for the triggering of all
cases of reduplication (section 1). I proceed with the problem that early Optimality Theory analyses
of the C1VC2VC2C pattern encounter in light of nonreduplicated forms with identical consonants,
namely, Ci1VCi2VCj3 (section 2). I solve the problem by providing a set of ranked constraints
that allows speakers to parse forms with identical consonants and distinguish between reduplicated
and nonreduplicated forms (section 3). Then I provide a unified account for all the patterns of
reduplication, proposing that the morphological constraint triggering reduplication has three differ-
ent positions within a fixed ranking of prosodic constraints (section 4). The unified approach is
further supported by the absence of a coherent semantic distinction among the different patterns
of reduplication (section 5). The conclusion also highlights the advantage of a reduplication
constraint over a reduplication affix (section 6).

1 Relevant Language Background

Hebrew words may consist of a bare stem or a stem plus affixes. Derivational relations are
expressed by apophony (i.e., alternation in vocalic pattern, ablaut), affixation, and alternation in
prosodic structure, the last often accompanied by affixation.1

1 Throughout the article, affixes are underlined and stress is final unless otherwise specified.
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(1) Derivational relations among Hebrew words

Verbs Nouns/Adjectives

gadal higdil gadol migdal
‘to grow’ ‘to enlarge’ ‘big’ ‘tower’

daxaf nidxaf daxuf madxef
‘to push’ ‘to be hastened’ ‘urgent’ ‘propeller’

xide+ hitxade+ xada+ xad+an
‘to renew’ ‘to be renewed’ ‘new’ ‘innovator’

halax hithalex halix halixon
‘to walk’ ‘to walk about’ ‘process’ ‘treadmill’

hixlif hitxalef xalif taxlif
‘to change’ ‘to change’ ‘exchangeable’ ‘substitute’
(trans.) (intrans.)

With the exception of forms of the pattern C1C2VC3C2CVC3C (see section 5), reduplicated
words are structurally identical to nonreduplicated ones, in terms of vocalic pattern, prosodic
structure, and affixation (hereafter ‘‘configuration’’). That is, a configuration can host either
reduplicated or nonreduplicated forms. This is shown in (2) with a variety of verbal and nominal
configurations.

(2) The surface-structural identity of reduplicated and nonreduplicated forms

Configuration Reduplicated Nonreduplicated

Verbs
CaCaC gazaz gazam

‘to chop’ ‘to cut’
CiCeC cided gidel

‘to side with’ ‘to raise’
CiCCeC !i+rer diklem

‘to reconfirm’ ‘to recite’
CiCCeC kilkel tilfen

‘to spoil’ ‘to phone’
hiCCiC hiflil hixnis

‘to incriminate’ ‘to put in’
hitCaCeC hitkarer hitlabe+

‘to get a cold’ ‘to dress’

Nouns & adjectives
CaCiC karir +avir

‘chilly’ ‘fragile’
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Configuration Reduplicated Nonreduplicated

Nouns & adjectives
CaCiC xalil sakin

‘flute’ ‘knife’
CoCeC +oded +omer

‘robber’ ‘guard’
CaCCuC +ablul yalkut

‘snail’ ‘school bag’
CaCCiC +agrir +arvit

‘ambassador’ ‘scepter’
CaCCéCet dafdéfet kartéset

‘paper pad’ ‘card index’
CCuCit zxuxit kruvit

‘glass’ ‘cauliflower’
maCCuC maslul macpun

‘path’ ‘conscience’
miCCaCa mixlala mi+tara

‘college’ ‘police’

Many reduplicated forms have nonreduplicated lexical counterparts (3a), but not all. There
are plenty of orphan reduplicated forms, which do not have a semantically related nonreduplicated
counterpart in the current stage of the language, though they may have a reduplicated counterpart
in another pattern (3b).

(3) a. Reduplicated – nonreduplicated counterparts

Nonreduplicated Reduplicated Nonreduplicated Reduplicated

xam ximem xamuc xamcic
‘hot’ ‘to heat’ ‘sour’ ‘sour grass’

hed hidhed varod vradrad
‘echo’ ‘to echo’ ‘pink’ ‘pinkish’

daf dafdéfet !avir me!avrer
‘page’ ‘paper pad’ ‘air’ ‘fan’

!ec !acic kadur kidrer
‘tree’ ‘flower pot’ ‘ball’ ‘to dribble’

+ir me+orer katan katnuni
‘song’ ‘poet’ ‘small’ ‘petty’

!er hit!orer +émen +amnuni
‘awake’ ‘to wake up’ ‘oil’ ‘oily’

lax laxluxi +amen +manman
‘damp’ ‘slightly damp’ ‘fat’ ‘chubby’
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b. Orphan reduplicated forms

clil +ixlel pikpek
‘sound’ ‘to improve’ ‘to doubt’

cilcel
‘to ring’

balal kilel ya+i+
‘to mix’ ‘to curse’ ‘old man’

bilbel
‘to confuse’

mecamrer !aviv parpar
‘causing shiver’ ‘spring’ ‘butterfly’

cmarmóret
‘shiver’

!amum zakik +rafraf
‘dim, vague’ ‘follicle’ ‘footstool’

!im!em
‘to dim, darken’

All reduplicated forms fit into one of the four reduplication patterns, characterized by the
number of different consonants (two or three) and the prosodic structure (CVCVC, CVCCVC,
or CCVCCVC); the number of pairs of identical consonants (one or two) is a by-product of these
two properties (see section 4).2

(4) Patterns of reduplication

Number
of pairs Number

Prosodic of identical of different
structure consonants consonants Pattern Examples

CVCVC 1 2 C1VC2VC2C kalal
‘to include’

xaviv
‘charming’

CVCCVC 1 3 C1VC2C3VC3C sirtet
‘to sketch’

!afsus
‘a nobody’

2 Exceptions: (a) two forms with affixal reduplication (Marantz 1982), which are completely foreign to the Hebrew
system: tip-tipa ‘very little’ (tipa ‘drop’) and gev-géver ‘macho’ (géver ‘man’); (b) one form in the pattern
C1C2VC3C4VC4C, with a complex onset and only one pair of identical consonants; smartut ‘rag’.
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Number
of pairs Number

Prosodic of identical of different
structure consonants consonants Pattern Examples

CVCCVC 2 2 C1VC2C1CVC2C tiftef
‘to drip’

galgal
‘wheel’

CCVCCVC 2 3 C1C2VC3C2CVC3C +xarxar
‘blackish’

+ravrav
‘plumber’

Reduplicated stems, like most nonreduplicated native stems, are disyllabic, conforming to
the minimal and maximal bound of the minimal word constraint (see section 4 for more details
on the prosodic structure).3 Therefore, reduplication is often motivated by the requirement to
form a disyllabic stem, that is, a minimal word (Bat-El 1994b, 1995, Ussishkin 1999, 2000).
Indeed, monosyllabic bases often have a related reduplicated counterpart (5a). However, this
cannot be the only trigger for reduplication. First, a disyllabic stem can also serve as a base for
reduplication (5b), where reduplication is not forced because of a shortage in potential word
structures (see the ‘‘Why not . . . ?’’ column in (5b)). Second, there is another way to expand
monosyllabic stems to disyllabic ones (5c), though reduplication seems to be more common.

(5) a. Prosodic motivation for reduplication

Nonreduplicated Reduplicated

kar karir hitkarer
‘cold’ ‘chilly’ ‘to get a cold’

xag xagiga xagag
‘holiday’ ‘party’ ‘to celebrate’

gal galil galgal
‘wave’ ‘cylinder’ ‘wheel’

+en me+unan +inanit
‘tooth’ ‘serrated’ ‘(dental) hygienist’

xen xinani hitxanxen
‘charm’ ‘charming’ ‘to act flirtatiously’

xor mexorer xorer
‘hole’ ‘hole puncher’ ‘to make holes’

3 There are a few monosyllabic forms of the patterns C1C2VC2C and C1VC1C, which fit into the configurations of
the few nonreduplicated monosyllabic stems. Examples are clil ‘sound’ and klal ‘rule’ (cf. +vil ‘path’ and kfar ‘village’);
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b. Reduplication without prosodic motivation

Nonreduplicated Reduplicated Why not . . . ?

+iger +agrir *+agran
‘to send’ ‘ambassador’ (cf. +adxan ‘matchmaker’)

xamuc xamcic *xamac
‘sour’ ‘sour grass’ (cf. !anav/!enav ‘grape’)

kadur kidrer *kider
‘ball’ ‘to dribble’ (cf. kipec ‘to hop, skip’)

+akal +iklel *+ikel
‘to weigh’ ‘to consider relative weight’ (cf. xi+ev ‘to calculate’)

dover divrer *diver
‘spokesman’ ‘to act as a spokesman’ (cf. yiceg ‘to represent’)

c. Two ways to satisfy the minimal word4

No reduplication Reduplication

!ot !iyet !ot !otet
‘letter’ ‘to spell’ ‘sign’ ‘to signal’

nad nayad nad nadad
‘to move’ ‘mobile’ ‘to move’ ‘to wander’

+em +iyem ken kinen
‘name’ ‘to name’ ‘nest’ ‘to nest’

tag tiyeg dam dimem
‘label’ ‘to label’ ‘blood’ ‘to bleed’

tas tayas +ar me+orer
‘to fly’ ‘pilot’ ‘to sing’ ‘poet’

I argue in section 5 that a semantic motivation is also not sufficient to predict reduplication
(or the distinction between the patterns). That is, the reason for deriving a reduplicated stem can
be prosodic (kar ‘cold’ – karir ‘chilly’; minimal word), semantic (kadur ‘ball’ – kidrer ‘to
dribble’; repetition), or neither of these (+akal ‘to weigh’ – +iklel ‘to consider relative weight’).

dod ‘uncle’ and sus ‘horse’ (cf. kol ‘voice’ and gur ‘puppy’). The configuration of such forms, whether reduplicated or
not, is not productive, though speakers identify reduplication in the C1C2VC2C pattern.

An impermissible complex onset is simplified by an epenthetic vowel, thus yielding a surface trisyllabic form. The
vowel a appears after a historical guttural (e.g., !asafsuf ‘crowd’, xamacmac ‘sourish’), and e after a sonorant (e.g.,
levanvan ‘whitish’).

4 Ussishkin (1999, 2000) attributes the distinction (in denominative verbs) between a medial y and reduplication to
the quality of the vowel; only bases with a medial a undergo reduplication. This analysis makes wrong predictions, given
the recently coined verbs tag – tiyeg (*tigeg) and ken – kinen (*kiyen). The only bases that do not undergo reduplication
are those with a high vowel (e.g., kis ‘pocket’ – kiyes ‘to pickpocket’).
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I thus view reduplication as one of the language’s strategies for stem formation.5 The selection
of a stem/word formation strategy is often lexical, and thus reduplication must be lexically speci-
fied. This is evident from the different strategies available for expressing a noun – adjective
relation: apophony as in +émen ‘oil’ – +uman ‘fat (noun)’ – +amen ‘fat (adjective)’; reduplication
" apophony as in tel ‘mound’ – talul ‘steep’; affixation as in kol ‘voice’ – koli ‘vocal’ and
xaver ‘friend’ – xaveri ‘friendly’; and reduplication " apophony " affixation as in lavan
‘white’ – lavnuni ‘whitish’ and +émen ‘oil’ – +amnuni ‘oily’. These strategies for stem/word
formation express the licit structural relations in the grammar, but it is often unpredictable which
strategy will be selected for a given base.

With this background in mind, I now proceed to the derivation of C1VC2VC2C stems from
C1VC2(V) (e.g., mana ‘portion’ – minen ‘to apportion’), with emphasis on the problem raised
by Ci1VCi2VCj3 stems (e.g., mimen ‘to finance’).

2 The samam – *sasam versus minen – mimen Problem

Greenberg’s (1950) typology of the distribution of consonants in Semitic roots reflects the strong
tendency of one pair of identical consonants to appear at the right edge of the stem. To use the
familiar example from Arabic, forms like samam ‘to poison’ (simem in Hebrew) are common
but those like *sasam are very rare. McCarthy’s (1979, 1981) account for this typology is based
on the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) and the one-to-one left-to-right mapping of root
consonants to prosodic units. The OCP prohibits adjacent identical root consonants, thus allowing
roots like !sm", but not like !ssm" or !smm". One-to-one left-to-right association of root consonants
with prosodic positions may leave an empty prosodic position only at the right periphery of the
stem (when the number of prosodic positions exceeds the number of root consonants), allowing
it to be filled by the spreading of the last consonant of the root. The surface result is a pair of
identical consonants at the right edge.

In an Optimality Theory account of the samam – *sasam typology, Ussishkin (2000) proposes
the STRONG ANCHOR constraint, which has two requirements: (a) correspondence between the
segment at edgei of the base and the segment at edgei of the output (as in the conventional
ANCHOR constraint schema; McCarthy and Prince 1995, 1999), and (b) ‘‘every’’ output segment
corresponding to the base segment at edgei must be located at edgei of the output. STRONG ANCHOR

is violated at the left edge in s1am2 N s1Cas1am2 and at the right edge in s1am2 N s1am2am2C,
since a consonant at the (left/right) edge of the input has a correspondent located in the middle

5 Note that there is no reduplication in the inflectional paradigm. This is true for contextual (syntactic) inflection,
as in the inflectional paradigm of verbs, but not for inherent inflection, as in the number paradigm of nouns (see Booij
1996 and Anderson 1992 for this distinction). There are a few reduplicated broken plural nouns in Hebrew (e.g., lev –
levavot ‘heart(s)’, cel – clalim ‘shadow(s)’, cad – cdadim ‘side(s)’), but there is no verb that is reduplicated in one tense
and nonreduplicated in another (e.g., rac ‘he ran’ – *yircac ‘he will run’).
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rather than at the (left/right) edge of the output (s1/m2). However, the universal ranking STRONG

ANCHOR LEFT ## STRONG ANCHOR EDGE (where the latter refers to both edges) ensures that
reduplication will appear at the right (assuming the dominance of the minimal word as a minimal
and maximal bound).

SANCHORL SANCHOREs1am2

s1am2 ! s1am2am2C(6)

s1am2as1Cc.

s1am2am2Ca. !

s1Cas1am2b. *! (s1) * (s1)

* (m2)

*! (s1C) ** (m2, s1C)

By the Richness of the Base principle (ROTB; Prince and Smolensky 1993), any form can
be an input, and it is the task of the constraint ranking to rule out illicit outputs. Indeed, the
ranking in (6) would always select s1am2am2C as the optimal output, regardless of whether the
input is sam (6), sasam (7a), or samam (7b). Since more candidates are considered below, the
role of MAX (which prohibits deletion) and the OCP becomes crucial. Note that since there are
no constraints on the input in Optimality Theory, the OCP must be a surface constraint that
ignores an intervening vowel (but not consonant), as Rose (2000) argues for Ethiopian Semitic
languages. Moreover, it refers to the base of the output; that is, the sequence CiVCiC, where one
C is a copy of the other, does not violate the OCP, while the sequence CiVCi, where the two
consonants are identical but one is not a copy of the other, does violate it (see section 3).

OCP MAX SANCHORL SANCHOREs1as2am3

s1as2am3 (ROTB) ! s1am3am3C

s2am3am3Cc.

s1Cas1am3d.

s1am3as1Ce.

s1as2am3a.

! s1am3am3Cb. * (s2)

* (s2)

*!

*

* (s1) *!

*!

* (s2) *!

*

*

*

a.(7)
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OCP MAX SANCHORL SANCHOREs1am2am3

s1am2am3 (ROTB) ! s1am2/3am2/3C6

s1am3am3Cc.

s1Cas1am3d.

s1am3as1Ce.

s1am2am3a.

!

!

s1am2am2Cb. * (m3)

* (m2)

*!

*

* (m2)

*!

* (m2) *!

*

*

*

b.

The ranking of the OCP above MAX forces deletion of one of the identical base consonants, and
the ANCHOR constraints ensure reduplication at the right edge.

Neither McCarthy nor Ussishkin takes into account stems with identical consonants at the
left edge, probably because these stems are rare and thus treated as exceptions. Hebrew has a
few stems of this sort (Schwarzwald 1974, Bat-El 1989), such as mimen ‘to finance’ (cf. minen
‘to apportion’), mime+ ‘to materialize’ (cf. mi+e+ ‘to feel with the hands’), sisgen ‘to variegate’
(cf. signen ‘to style’), nanas ‘dwarf’ (cf. hitnoses ‘to be raised, waived’), lulav ‘palm branch’
(cf. levavi ‘hearty’), +o+ana ‘rose’ (cf. +inanit ‘(dental) hygienist’), and kikar ‘plaza’ (cf. karir
‘chilly’).7 As the examples in parentheses suggest, there is nothing peculiar about the segments
in these stems that forces identical consonants at the left rather than at the right edge.

The list of CiVCiVCj stems is quite short, and it is thus tempting to leave these forms outside
the analysis, that is, treat them as exceptions. Nevertheless, I claim that such forms should not
be ignored, because they can freely enter the language. The source of such forms can be (a)
denominative verbs derived from bases where the prefix is identical to the first consonant of the
stem (e.g., mimsar ‘relay’ N mimser ‘to transmit a signal’), (b) acronym words (e.g., kakac
‘officer training course’ from kurs kcinim; Bat-El 1994a, Zadok 2002), or (c) borrowings (e.g.,
koktel ‘cocktail’). Note that nouns are potential bases for denominative verbs; thus, kakac N
kikec ‘to participate in an officer training course’ and koktel N kiktel ‘to prepare a cocktail’ are

6 The two optimal candidates in (7b) violate different clauses of STRONG ANCHOR. In s1am2am2C (candidate (b)),
the segment at the right edge does not correspond to a segment at the right edge of the base s1am2am3; and in s1am3am3C

(candidate (c)), m3 is not at the right edge, although it corresponds to the segment at the right edge of the base.
7 Ethiopian Semitic languages also have quite a few forms with identical consonants at the left periphery (thanks

to Jean-François Prunet (pers. comm.) for information and discussion). Berhane (1992) reports on 47 such verbs in
Tigrinya. Leslau’s (1967) work on Amharic reveals one of the sources of such forms: the pairs qäqqärä ! qäräqqärä
‘to prick the ears’ and tättägä ‘to scorch’ – tägättägä ‘to cauterize’ (synchronically unrelated) suggest a historically licit
reduplication followed by deletion of a medial coda. See footnote 10 for similar cases from Hebrew.
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possible derivations (see Bolozky 1999). One recent coining is the verb titel ‘to diaper’, derived
from a brand name for diapers, titulim.8 Since the grammar of Hebrew does not reject sasam-
type forms, the ranking in (7), where reduplication at the right edge appears regardless of the
base, does not hold for Hebrew.

I claim that forms like mimen ‘to finance’ are not reduplicated. There is no form with two
identical consonants at the left edge that has a related form with one occurrence of the consonant;
if it has a related form, it has identical consonants in the same position (cf. mamon ‘finance’).
A language learner constructs a morphological structure on the basis of morphological relations
among surface forms. Thus, in the absence of evidence for the relation between the forms CiVCj

and CiVCiVCj , the language learner will not construct a complex structure (i.e., reduplication)
for CiVCiVCj forms. One may argue that at the moment the learner constructs the right-edge
reduplication, on the basis of the relation between CiVCj and CiVCjVCj , he or she may draw the
generalization that identical consonants at either edge indicate reduplication. This could be a
generalization encountered during acquisition, but there is evidence suggesting that it does not
survive in the adult grammar.

All new words with identical consonants derived from bases with one occurrence of the
consonant exhibit right-edge reduplication. Had left-edge reduplication been a nonproductive type
of reduplication, we would expect at least a few new forms of this type, since nonproductive
structures are also accessible. For example, the vocalic pattern !oe" is marginal and nonproductive
in Hebrew, and indeed, most new verbs take the vocalic pattern !ie". However, as shown in Bat-
El 1994b, 2003a, there are a few new verbs that take the pattern !oe", usually in free variation
with !ie" (e.g., kided ! koded ‘to codify’).

The experimental study reported in Berent, Shimron, and Vaknin 2001 and in Berent and
Shimron 2003b further supports this claim. In this study, speakers had to produce nonce words,
given a word exemplar consisting of two (and three) consonants. The most common strategy for
expanding the words with two consonants was right-edge reduplication (CiVCjVCj); left-edge
reduplication (CiVCiVCj) was marginal. These results are compatible with those obtained from
nonce-probe rating experiments (Berent and Shimron 1997, 2003b), where CiVCiVCj forms (e.g.,
liled) were rated lower than CiVCjVCj (e.g., lided) and CiVCjVCk (e.g., piled).

The presence—and more crucially the acceptance—of (new) forms like mimen, which, as
argued above, are nonreduplicated, suggest that the OCP is a violable constraint in Hebrew. The
ranking MAX ## OCP (unlike in the ranking in (7)) allows the preservation of the two identical
consonants in mamon N mimen (8a) as well as reduplication in mana N minen (8b).

8 The word titulim is a child language form of xitulim ‘diapers’, whose related verb is xitel ‘to diaper’. Thanks to
Evan Cohen for providing this example.
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a.(8) mamon ‘finance’ – mimen ‘to finance’

b. mana ‘portion’ – minen ‘to apportion’

MAX OCP SANCHORL SANCHOREm1am2on3

m1in3en3Cc. *! (m2)

m1im2en3a. *!

m1Cim1en3b. *! (m2)

*

**

MAX OCP SANCHORL SANCHOREm1an2a

m1in2em1Cc.

m1in2en2Ca. !

m1Cim1en2b.

**!

*

*

*!

Since m1am2on3 is a possible base, by ROTB m1an2on3 is also a possible base. As indicated
by the subscripts, the identical consonants are not in a correspondence relation in either case;
that is, the bases are not reduplicated. Given the ranking in (8), the output of such a base would
be nonreduplicated as well, like the output of mamon (8a).

(9) m1an2on3 (ROTB) – m1in2en3 (hypothetical)

MAX OCP SANCHORL SANCHOREm1an2on3

m1in2en3a. *!

m1in3en3Cb. *! (n2) *

We see, then, that forms with identical consonants at the right edge can be either reduplicated
(8b) or nonreduplicated (9). We could assume that the nonreduplicated CiVCjVCj forms are those
that do not have a CiVCj counterpart (what I called ‘‘orphan’’ reduplicated forms). However,
there are several arguments against a grammar that generates such structural ambiguity, and in
favor of assigning a reduplicated structure to all CiVCjVCj forms, whether they have a related
CiVCj form or not.

The first argument relies on McCarthy’s (2004) ‘‘free ride’’ strategy. McCarthy argues for
a learning principle for morphophonemic alternations, by which the learner generalizes the
mapping /A/N [B] for all surface [B]s, whether or not they have a related /A/. A grammar with
only /A/N [B] is ‘‘more restrictive’’ than one with both /A/N [B] and /B/N [B] and will thus
be adopted, unless the learner encounters evidence suggesting that this grammar is ‘‘inconsistent’’
with further data. According to McCarthy, consistency and greater restrictiveness are the two
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requirements of grammar, which allow learners to verify whether their hypothesis should be held
or rejected.

There is no evidence that such a hypothesis with regard to orphan CiVCjVCj forms is inconsis-
tent with other aspects of grammar, since there are no processes of any sort that draw a distinction
between orphan and nonorphan CiVCjVCj forms. Actually learners encounter positive evidence
for this hypothesis. An orphan CiVCjVCj may have a related CiVCjCiVCj form (e.g., *bal – balal
‘to mix’ – bilbel ‘to confuse’), just as a reduplicated CiVCjVCj form has (e.g., nad ‘to move’ –
nadad ‘to wander’ – nidned ‘to swing’). At the moment learners view the orphan balal as a
reduplicated form, they can arrive at the relation between balal and bilbel, which fits into their
grammar. Otherwise, if balal is not reduplicated and its structure is thus Ci1VCj2VCj3 (where the
identical consonants are not in correspondence), the structure of the related form bilbel would be
Ci1VCj2Ci1CVCj3. Not only do learners not have surface relations to support this structure (as in
a hypothetical kalam – kilkem), the additional reduplicated structure, which unlike the others is
not limited to the right edge, reduces the restrictiveness of their grammar. I thus argue that in the
presence of positive evidence for reduplicated structure provided by reduplicated forms with an
existing base, learners construct a grammar that assigns a reduplicated structure to all forms with
identical consonants at the right edge.9

Further support for the ‘‘free ride’’ taken by orphan reduplicated forms can be drawn from
experimental studies. Of particular interest are the experiments involving lexical decision tasks
reported by Berent, Shimron, and Vaknin (2001), where participants had to determine whether a
given word is an actual word in Hebrew. The list consisted of actual and nonce words of three
types: words with two identical consonants at the left edge (CiVCiVCj), two identical consonants
at the right edge (CiVCjVCj), and no identical consonants (CiVCjVCk). There were significant
differences in response latency with respect to the three types of nonce words (but none with
respect to the actual words). CiVCiVCj forms were rejected significantly faster than CiVCjVCj

forms, which means that they were immediately identified as nonwords. More significant for the
argument regarding the reduplicated structure of orphan forms is that CiVCjVCj forms were
rejected significantly more slowly than CiVCjVCk forms. As Berent, Shimron, and Vaknin empha-
size, frequency does not play a role here since the less frequent forms (CiVCjVCj) were rejected
more slowly. This result suggests that forms with identical consonants at the right edge (CiVCjVCj)
are perceived as structurally complex, that is, reduplicated. Novel morphological complex words
take longer to discriminate than noncomplex words since discrimination involves structural de-
composition.

Having argued that Hebrew speakers can parse reduplicated forms without reference to a
base, I now propose the parsing constraints that allow speakers to distinguish between reduplicated
and nonreduplicated stems with identical consonants, regardless of their status in the lexicon.

9 Recall that I focus here on parsing surface forms and thus make no claims about whether the learner establishes
an abstract underlying base for the orphan reduplicated forms.
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3 Parsing Stems with Identical Consonants

In this section, I present the linguistic information required to parse stems with identical conso-
nants. A stem with n different consonants has n2 logically possible forms with one pair of identical
consonants (I will discuss two pairs of identical consonants later on). Since the position of the
identical consonants is relevant, rather than their content, CiVCjVCj also stands for CjVCiVCi,
ChVCiCjVCh for CjVCiChVCj, and so on.

(10) a. A stem with two different consonants

i. CiVCjVCj

ii. CiVCiVCj

iii. CiVCjVCi

iv. CjVCiVCj

b. A stem with three different consonants

i. ChVCiCjVCj

ii. ChVCjCiVCj

iii. CjVChCiVCj

iv. ChVCiCjVCh

v. ChVCiChVCj

vi. ChVChCiVCj

vii. ChVCiCjVCi

viii. ChVCiCiVCj

ix. CiVChCiVCj

For both (10a) and (10b), only the first form represents a reduplicated stem. The other forms also
exist in Hebrew, but, as argued above, they are not reduplicated. That is, while there are stems
like mimen ‘to finance’ (10aii), +óre+ ‘root’ (10aiii), diskes ‘to discuss’ (10bii), and sibsed ‘to
subsidize’ (10bv), such stems do not have a semantically related counterpart like *man, *+ar,
*dasak, and *sabad, respectively.10

The constraints allowing speakers to distinguish between reduplicated and nonreduplicated
stems with identical consonants refer to edges of two domains, a surface base and a stem. In a
reduplicated stem (11a), the base is nested within the stem, and the copy resides outside the base.
In a nonreduplicated stem (11b), the edges of the base and the stem coincide (‘‘! "’’ marks the
edges of the base and ‘‘[ ]’’ the edges of the stem).

(11) a. The domain structure of a reduplicated stem: [! . . . "Base . . . ]Stem

b. The domain structure of a nonreduplicated stem: [! . . . "Base]Stem

10 Actually, some speakers identify a relation between +foféret ‘tube’ and +ofar ‘ceremonial ram’s horn’. The interesting
point is that many speakers say +forféret (i.e., with an additional r), which is a licit reduplicated form (also metultélet/
metutélet ‘pendulum’, +ol+élet/+o+élet ‘dynasty’; but xacocra/*xacorcra ‘trumpet’, where reduplication would result in a
medial complex onset in the last syllable). The semantic relation and the structural adjustment are both historically valid;
+ofar # *+furpéret (reduplication) # +foféret (deletion of a liquid in a nonfinal coda position).
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As shown in (2), reduplicated and nonreduplicated stems take the same configurations (prosodic
structures, vocalic patterns, and affixes). Thus, the notion ‘‘stem’’ refers here to a word without
its prefixes and suffixes; crucially, the copy is part of the stem rather than a suffix. The base is
not necessarily an existing (abstract or surface) form, but it is certainly a unit that speakers can
arrive at, given the constraints to be proposed below. We thus have to assume a principle defining
a base.

(12) BASEHOOD

A base consists of all and only base segments.

Since the position of the vowels is determined by higher-ranked constraints on syllabic structure,
BASEHOOD has an effect only on the consonants. BASEHOOD selects [!C1VC2"VC2C] as a licit
structure, but not *[!C1VC2C"VC2], where a base segment (C2) is outside the base, or
*[!C1VC2VC2C"], where a nonbase segment (C2C) is within the base.

In addition to BASEHOOD (which will not be considered in the tableaux below), two constraints
are required for a correct parsing of stems with identical consonants: SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE

BY IDENTITY and SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE BY POSITION. These two constraints define the condi-
tions under which two consonants are in a correspondence relation. I use the term correspondence
here to refer to a pair of identical consonants one of which is the copy of the other.

(13) SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE BY IDENTITY (SCORRI)

If S is a stem,
Cx & Cy ! S, and
Cx & Cy are identical,

Then Cx & Cy are correspondents.

This constraint prohibits identical consonants in a stem unless they are correspondents. That is,
if the stem has identical consonants, it is reduplicated, one consonant being the copy of the other.

Rose and Walker (2001) argue that all segments in a word are in a correspondence relation
(not in the morphological sense I am using here) and that correspondence among similar conso-
nants activates long-distance agreement (i.e., assimilation/harmony). However, while some lan-
guages exhibit long-distance agreement, which may result in identical consonants, others do not
allow identical consonants in a word. To account for this diversity, Yip (1998) proposes two
competing constraints: a revised version of the OCP, stating that the ‘‘[o]utput must not contain
two identical elements,’’ and REPEAT, stating that the ‘‘[o]utput must contain two identical ele-
ments’’ (p. 221). In both studies, adjacency plays a role, such that the closer the corresponding
identical/similar segments, the more likely they are to be affected (see Pierrehumbert 1993 and
Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe 2004 for the relation between distance and similarity/identity,
and Berent and Shimron 2003a for crucial distinctions between similarity and identity). The
diversity among languages in this respect may fit into a scale: similarity ! phonological identity
! morphological identity (where morphological identity means reduplication). Each of these
structures is rejected by some constraint, and when the constraint is sufficiently high in the relevant
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ranking, the structure changes (not necessarily synchronically) following the scale (though the
option of dissimilation is also available).

Here, I look at phonological identity, asking under which conditions it is parsed as morpholog-
ical identity. SCORRI states that identical (but not similar) consonants are in a correspondence
relation.11 This activates the assignment of a domain structure (11), placing the identical conso-
nants in different domains and thus interpreting the phonological identity as morphological iden-
tity. However, the assignment of a domain is restricted by SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE BY POSITION.

(14) SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE BY POSITION (SCORRP)
If S is a stem,

Cx & Cy ! S,
Cx & Cy are identical, and
Cx & Cy are at the right edges of the domains,

Then Cx & Cy are correspondents.

While SCORRI assigns correspondence to every pair of identical consonants, regardless of
their position in the stem, SCORRP restricts corresponding segments to the right edge. SCORRP
is more restrictive than SCORRI and therefore can have an effect only if it is ranked higher in the
hierarchy.12 Given the ranking SCORRP ## SCORRI, in positions other than the right edge, identity
does not imply morphological correspondence, and the forms are thus not reduplicated. As noted
by a reviewer, SCORRI seems to be unnecessary, as it is included in SCORRP. However, identity
has an independent status in the grammars of languages, and the positional restriction must be
viewed as an additional restriction rather than as an integral part of identity.

As shown in the tableaux in (15), these two constraints allow speakers to assign the correct
structure to forms with identical consonants and thus to arrive at a base without reference to some
base in the lexicon (reference to the lexicon is, however, required for semantic purposes). There-
fore, every stem with identical consonants at the right edge will be parsed as reduplicated, whether
it is an orphan reduplicated form, a nonce word, or a reduplicated form that has a nonreduplicated
counterpart; stems with identical consonants in other positions will be parsed as nonreduplicated.
In the parsing tableaux below, the input is a surface form heard by the listener and the output
represents the structure the listener assigns to this form.

11 I ignore the few reduplicated forms where the corresponding consonants differ in the value of [continuant] (e.g.,
sibev ‘to turn’, xibev ‘to like’, hafaxpax ‘fickle’). The stop-fricative alternation is unstable in the current stage of Hebrew
(see Adam 2002), and the difference in the value of [continuant] is often eliminated in the colloquial register, in favor
of the fricative (thus, sivev, xivev, hafaxfax).

12 Everett and Berent (1997), who propose *INITIAL IDENTITY ## *IDENTITY, and Rose (2000) view stems with
identical consonants at the right edge (i.e., reduplicated forms) as violating the OCP/IDENTITY. However, these studies
are concerned with phonological structure, rather than morphological parsing, and therefore do not consider the distinction
between reduplicated and nonreduplicated candidates with two identical consonants at the right edge (e.g., [!k1id2"ed2C]
vs. *[!k1id2ed3"]; see candidates (a) and (c) in (15ai)). This distinction is crucial, given the presence of [m1i!m2en3"] but
the absence of *[!m1Cim1en2"].
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Parsing stems with one pair of identical consonants13(15)

SCORRP SCORRIkided

 [{k1id2ed3}]c.

 [{k1id2}ed2C]a. !

 [{k1id2Ced2}]b. *!

*!

a. A pair of identical consonants at the right periphery

i. CiVCjVCj " C1VC2VC2C (kided ‘to codify’)

SCORRP SCORRIcixkek

 [{c1ix2k3ek4}]c.

 [{c1ix2k3}ek3C]a. !

 [{c1ix2k3Cek3}]b. *!

*!

ii. ChVCiCjVCj " C1VC2C3VC3C (cixkek ‘to giggle’)

SCORRP SCORRImimen

 [{m1im2en3}]c.

 [m1Ci{m1en2}]a.

!

 [{m1im1Cen2}]b. *!

*!

*

b. A pair of identical consonants at the left periphery

i. CiVCiVCj " C1VC2VC3 (mimen  ‘to finance’)

SCORRP SCORRIsisgen

 [{s1is2g3en4}]c.

 [s1Ci{s1g2en3}]a.

!

 [{s1is1Cg2en3}]b. *!

*!

*

ii. ChVChCiVCj " C1VC2C3VC4 (sisgen ‘to variegate’)

13 Candidate (b) in all the tableaux, except (15ci), is also ruled out by BASEHOOD (12).
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SCORRP SCORRI!ile!

 [{!1il2e!3}]c.

 [!2Ci{l1e!2}]a.

!

 [{!1il2}e!1C]b. *!

*!

*

c. A pair of identical consonants interrupted by another consonant
i. CiVCjVCi " C1VC2VC3 (!ile!  ‘to triple’)

SCORRP SCORRIsafsal

 [{s1af2s3al4}]c.

 [s2Ca{f1s2al3}]a.

!

 [{s1af2s1Cal3}]b. *!

*!

*

ii. ChVCiChVCj " C1VC2C3VC4 (safsal ‘bench’)

SCORRP SCORRIxicrec

 [{x1ic2r3ec4}]c.

 [{x1ic2r3}ec2C]a.

!

 [{x1ic3Cr2ec3}]b. *!

*!

*

iii. ChVCiCjVCi " C1VC2C3VC4 (xicrec ‘to play the trumpet’)

SCORRI is violated when Ci-Ci are not Ci-CiC (or CiC-Ci), which means that identical consonants
in the stem are not correspondents (i.e., one is not the copy of the other, as indicated by the
absence of the subscript C). Given the corresponding segments Ci-CiC, SCORRP is violated when
CiC (the copy), Ci (the copied segment), or both are not at the right edge of a domain.

The constraint ranking proposed above refers to the surface forms, but it also has an effect
on the structure of the words in the lexicon. Given this constraint ranking, every form with
identical consonants at the right edge will be parsed as reduplicated (see (15a–b)). Lexicon
Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 1993, Inkelas 1994, Itô, Mester, and Padgett 1995), by which
the learner selects an input on the basis of the output and the constraint ranking, will then require
selecting a reduplicated form as an input. That is, although by ROTB a nonreduplicated
Ci1VCj2VCj3 is a possible input, Lexicon Optimization eliminates it as an input in the language,
given the constraint ranking proposed above.
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As reviewed in section 1, Hebrew also has reduplicated forms with two pairs of identical
consonants. A few examples are given in (16).

(16) Reduplicated forms with two pairs of identical consonants

a. Bases with two different consonants: C1VC2C1CVC2C

Nonreduplicated base Reduplicated Orphan reduplicated

kav kivkev sixsex
‘line’ ‘to mark with line’ ‘to cause disagreement’

yafe yafyuf barbur
‘beautiful’ ‘beautiful (derogatory)’ ‘swan’

b. Bases with three different consonants: C1C2VC3C2CVC3C

Nonreduplicated base Reduplicated Orphan reduplicated

kélev klavlav +ravrav
‘dog’ ‘little dog’ ‘plumber’

ktana ktantónet cmarmóret
‘small (fem.)’ ‘very small (fem.)’ ‘shiver’

The constraint ranking proposed above does not account for reduplicated forms with two
pairs of identical consonants, since only the two members of one pair can occupy the right edges
of the domains, and therefore the other pair violates SCORRP (‘‘*#’’ indicates the wrong optimal
candidate, and ‘‘$’’ the actual form).

SCORRP SCORRIkivkev

 [{k1iv2k3}ev2C]c.

 [{k1iv2}k1Cev2C]a.

 [k1Civ2C{k1ev2}]b. *! (k1C-k1, v2C)

*! (k1-k1C)

*

 [{k1iv2k3ev4}]d. *!

*! (v2)

*!*

(17) CiVCjCiVCj " #C1VC2C3VC4 (kivkev ‘to mark with line’)

It is thus necessary to expand SCORRP, so that it will refer to two pairs of identical consonants,
rather than one. Notice that in reduplicated forms with one pair of identical consonants, only a
vowel can intervene between the two identical consonants. In reduplicated forms with two pairs
of identical consonants, the intervening material consists of a vowel and a consonant. However,
the intervening consonant is always a member of the other pair of identical consonants. Thus, as
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modified in (18), the first pair is evaluated with respect to the right edges of the domains, as in
the earlier version, and the second with respect to the first one (the addition to the version in (14)
is italicized).

(18) SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE BY POSITION (SCORRP)

If S is a stem,
Ca & Cb and Cx & Cy ! S,
Ca & Cb are identical and Cx & Cy are identical, and
Ca & Cb are correspondents and Cx & Cy are correspondents,

Then Cx & Cy are at the right edges of the domains, and
X in CbXCy and CaXCx does not include a consonant.14

Given the expanded version in (18), candidate (a) (like candidate (d)) is not ruled out by
SCORRP in (19a–b), and SCORRI gets to select the reduplicated candidate (candidate (a)) as the
optimal one. When a consonant not belonging to a pair of identical consonants intervenes between
the identical consonants, as in (19c), SCORRP rules out the reduplicated structure (candidate (a)),
and the nonreduplicated one (candidate (b)) is then the optimal one.

SCORRP SCORRIkivkev

 [{k1iv2k3}ev2C]c.

 [{k1iv2}k1Cev2C]a.

 [k1Civ2C{k1ev2}]b. *!

*

 [{k1iv2k3ev4}]d.

!

*!

*!*

a.(19) CiVCjCiVCj " C1VC2C1CVC2C (kivkev ‘to mark with line’)

SCORRP SCORRIklavlav

 [{k1l2av3l4a}v3C]c.

 [{k1l2av3}12Cav3C]a.

 [{k1l2Cav3Cl2av3}]b. *!

*

 [{k1l2av3l4av5}]d.

!

*!

*!*

b. ChCiVCjCiVCj " C1C2VC3C2CVC3C (klavlav ‘little dog’)

14 The fact that X is always a vowel is due to restrictions on prosodic structure. A form like *kilvlev, which is ill
formed because of its prosodic structure (see section 4), also respects SCORRP.
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SCORRP SCORRIklavtav

 [{k1l2av3}t4av3C]a.

 [{k1l2av3t4av5}]b.

*!

*!

c. ChCiVCjCkVCj " C1C2VC3C4VC5 (klavtav ‘a court reporter’, a blend of
klavlav ‘little dog’ and katav ‘reporter’)

So far, I have answered the first question addressed in the introduction: how do speakers
distinguish between reduplicated and nonreduplicated stems with identical consonants, without
reference to a base? Now I turn to the second question: what is the system responsible for the
patterns of reduplication?

4 The Patterns of Reduplication

There are four patterns of reduplication (see (4)): C1VC2VC2C, C1VC2C3VC3C, C1VC2C1CVC2C,
and C1C2VC3C2CVC3C. Their distinctive properties are their prosodic structure (CV, CVC, or
CCVC as the first syllable) and their number of different consonants (two or three). Arguments
supporting a unified account for all the patterns are given in section 1 (prosodic) and section 5
(semantic). Here, I show that all these patterns can be derived by the same system.

I assume that all types of reduplication are triggered by a morphological constraint COPY,
which, like REPEAT in Yip 1998, requires every segment to appear twice in the stem (see section
6 for further discussion). COPY is fully respected in total reduplication, and it gets a violation
mark for every segment that appears only once in the stem, as in the base-reduplicant faithfulness
relation proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1995, 1999). However, unlike MAX-BR, which re-
quires base-reduplicant faithfulness, COPY (like REPEAT) does not make reference to a base. The
effect of COPY on vowels cannot be surface true, since the surface vowels have to be selected
from a closed set of vocalic patterns (see Bat-El 2003a,b). I thus ignore the vowels in the tableaux
below.

Most surface forms are disyllabic (see footnote 3 for exceptions), thus respecting the set of
constraints defining the minimal word as the minimal and maximal bound (see Ussishkin 2000
and references therein). In addition, the following ranking of prosodic constraints is relevant:

(20) *$][$CC ## *[$CC ## *CODA

a. *$][$CC: A medial syllable does not have a complex onset.
b. *[$CC: An initial syllable does not have a complex onset.
c. *CODA: A syllable does not have a coda.

The effect of these constraints in Hebrew is evident beyond reduplication. Evidence for
*$][$CC can be drawn from the verb paradigm: a vowel in a stem-final syllable is deleted when
a vowel-initial suffix is added (e.g., gidel – gidla ‘he – she raised’), unless the resulting form
would have a medial complex onset (e.g., tilfen – tilfena, *tilfna ‘he – she phoned’). The ranking
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*$][$CC ## *[$CC is motivated by the fact that *$][$CC blocks deletion in verbs to avoid a
medial complex onset, but *[$CC does not block deletion in adjectives, where the stem vowel
in the first (rather than the last) syllable is deleted when a suffix is added (e.g., +avir – +virim
‘fragile sg. – pl.’). Evidence for *[$CC can be drawn from the fact that verbs, unlike nouns and
adjectives, do not allow complex onsets anywhere in the stem (and this is the reason why there
are no verbs in the reduplicated pattern C1C2VC3C2CVC3C).15 Therefore, verbs with four conso-
nants are syllabified CVCCVC, rather than CCVCVC. *CODA is violated by the first syllable in
CVCCVC and *[$CC is violated by the first syllable in CCVCVC; therefore, the ranking is
*[$CC ## *CODA. Despite being massively violated (because of its relatively low position in the
hierarchy), *CODA shows its effect in disyllabic stems with three consonants, which are usually
syllabified CVCVC rather than CVCCV. Both forms violate *CODA, but the former is preferred
owing to the constraint FINALC, which requires stems to end in a consonant (McCarthy 1993).
As shown in Bat-El 1994a, these constraint rankings have a strong effect on acronyms, which
never allow complex onsets, either in initial or in medial position, and which prefer a final coda
over a medial one.

To account for the different prosodic structures of the reduplicated stems, I propose that the
constraint COPY has three possible positions in the ranking given in (20). This proposal is in the
spirit of studies on variation, among dialects (Yip 1996), sublexicons (Itô and Mester 1995), and
cophonologies (Anttila 2002).

(21) The positions of COPY in the ranking

COPY

C1C2VC3C2CVC3C

COPY

C1VC2C1CVC2C

C1VC2C3VC3C

COPY

C1VC2VC2C

Position A Position B Position C

*$][$CC   >>                >>    *[$CC     >>                >>    *CODA     >>

This model provides three different prosodic structures (given the minimal word as a minimal
and maximal bound): CCVCCVC, CVCCVC, and CVCVC. The existence of four patterns of
reduplication is due to the number of different consonants. I assume that COPY is not iterative,
and thus every consonant can have only one copy. Thus, a reduplicated CVCVC stem can host
only two different consonants (C1VC2VC2C), a reduplicated CVCCVC stem can host two or three
different consonants (C1VC2C1CVC2C, C1VC2C3VC3C), and a reduplicated CCVCCVC stem can
host three different consonants (C1C2VC3C2CVC3C). The tableaux in (22) demonstrate this inven-
tory of patterns.

15 This restriction does not hold for denominative verbs, which have to preserve all the base consonants, thus allowing
complex onsets anywhere in the stem; for example, télegraf ‘telegraph’N tilgref ‘to telegraph’, traklin ‘salon’N triklen
‘to tidy up’, !abstrákti ‘abstract’ N !ibstrekt ‘to make something abstract’ (Bolozky 1978b, McCarthy 1984, Bat-El
1994b, 1995). Thus, a verb derived from the nominal/adjectival pattern C1C2VC3C2CVC3C preserves the complex onset
(e.g., sxarxóret ‘dizziness’ N sxirxer ‘to cause dizziness’; but sixrer is more common).
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(22)

*$][$CC *[$CC *CODA

var.dradc.

var.dadd.

va.rade.

vrad.vrada.

! vrad.radb. *

*

**!*

**!

*

**

*

*!

*! **

**

*

**

**

a. Three different consonants

i. C1C2VC3C2C VC3C: *$][$CC >> COPY >> *[$CC

COPY

*$][$CC *[$CC *CODA

div.rverc.

div.rerd.

di.vere.

dvir.dvera.

!

dvir.verb. *!

*

**

*

*

**

***!

*!

*! **

**

*

**

**

ii. C1VC2C3VC3C: *[$CC >> COPY >> *CODA

COPY

*$][$CC *[$CC COPY *CODA

ki.vevc.

kvi.keva.

! kiv.kevb.

*!

*! **

**

*

i. C1VC2C1CVC2C: COPY >> *CODA (*[$CC and COPY are not crucially ranked)

*$][$CC *[$CC *CODA COPY

ki.dedc.

kdi.keda.

!

kid.kedb.

*!

*

*

**!

*

ii. C1VC2VC2C: *CODA >> COPY

b. Two different consonants

As shown above, the selection of a particular pattern depends on the number of different
consonants. This, however, leaves two options for each case.
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(23) a. 3 different consonants: positions A and B in (21) for nouns, but position B only for
verbs (see above for syllabic restrictions on verbs)
i. C1C2VC3C2CVC3C levanvan A ‘whitish (usually inanimate)’ (e epenthetic)

ii. C1VC2C3VC3C lavnuni B ‘whitish (usually animate)’
b. 2 different consonants: positions B and C in (21)

i. C1VC2C1CVC2C nidned B ‘to swing’
ii. C1VC2VC2C nadad C ‘to wander’

In the following section, I consider the semantic properties that have been suggested for
distinguishing between the two patterns in each case. I show that in light of a wide body of data,
like that considered here, the semantic properties do not have predictive power, though they may
lend themselves to an a posteriori partial generalization. The absence of a semantic distinction
supports a unified account of the different patterns of reduplication, as proposed above. It also
requires stems to be specified not only for COPY, but also for its position in the ranking. As a
result, this model expresses the licit patterns of reduplication in Hebrew and the limits on deriving
a new reduplicated form.

5 The Role of Semantics in Hebrew Reduplication

Studies of Hebrew reduplication have suggested that some patterns of reduplication are associated
with semantic properties. McCarthy (1979, 1981) notes that Tiberian Hebrew’s verbal pattern
C1C2VC3C2CVC3C designates intensification; in Modern Hebrew, this pattern, which exists only
in nouns and adjectives, is claimed to designate diminutive (Bolozky 1999, Graf 2002). Ussishkin
(1999, 2000) supports his formal distinction between the verbal patterns C1VC2C1CVC2C (RED
suffixation) and C1VC2VC2C (STRONG ANCHOR) by claiming that the former designates durative
or repetitive meaning while the latter is semantically neutral.

When a larger and more diverse body of data is considered, it appears that the semantic
distinction between the patterns does not always hold. As the examples in (24) show, stems in
all patterns may be semantically neutral or may designate one of the properties mentioned above
(i.e., diminutive for nouns/adjectives and repetitive/durative for verbs).

(24) a. Nouns and adjectives

NeutralDiminutive

Pattern Reduplicated Related form Reduplicated Related form

C1VC2VC2C dagig dag srara sar
‘little fish’ ‘fish’ ‘authority’ ‘minister’

C1VC2C1CVC2C salsala sal galgal gal
‘little basket’ ‘basket’ ‘wheel’ ‘wave’

C1VC2C3VC3C kamtut kémet saharuri sáhar
‘small wrinkle’ ‘wrinkle’ ‘lunatic’ ‘moon’

C1C2VC3C2CVC3C klavlav kélev !asafsuf !ósef
‘little dog’ ‘dog’ ‘crowd’ ‘collection’
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b. Verbs

Durative/Repetitive Neutral

Pattern Reduplicated Related form Reduplicated Related form

C1VC2VC2C dimem dam cided cad
‘to bleed’ ‘blood’ ‘to side with’ ‘side’

C1VC2C1CVC2C cilcel clil bilbel16 blil
‘to ring’ ‘sound’ ‘to confuse’ ‘mixture’

C1VC2C3VC3C kidrer kadur divrer dover
‘to dribble’ ‘ball’ ‘to act as a ‘spokesman’

spokesman’

I claim that structural similarity between semantically related forms does not necessarily
indicate that it is the structure that carries the shared semantic property. A similar state of affairs
is found with nouns ending in the nominal suffix -on, which appears in derived nouns with a
wide variety of semantic properties.17 While -on does not assign a specific semantic property
(25a), it consistently appears in nouns denoting some type of newspaper (25b).

(25) a. The different semantic properties associated with nouns ending in -on

Related word -on noun Related word -on noun

+a!a +a!on !avir !aviron
‘hour’ ‘clock’ ‘air’ ‘airplane’

!iver !ivaron +abat +abaton
‘blind’ ‘blindness’ ‘Sabbath’ ‘sabbatical’

mila milon halixa halixon
‘word’ ‘dictionary’ ‘walking’ ‘treadmill’

mazon miznon +alat +ilton
‘food’ ‘buffet’ ‘to rule’ ‘government’

b. Nouns with -on denoting some type of newspaper (np.)

Related word -on noun Related word -on noun

!et !iton +avúa +vu!on
‘time’ ‘newspaper’ ‘week’ ‘weekly np.’

makom mekomon yérax yarxon
‘place’ ‘local np.’ ‘month’ ‘monthly np.’

!ale !alon bite bita!on
‘leaf’ ‘leaflet’ ‘to pronounce’ ‘ideological np.’

16 Notice that contrary to Ussishkin’s (1999, 2000) prediction, balal ‘to mix’, rather than bilbel ‘to confuse’, has a
durative meaning.

17 This -on is not the diminutive -on found in gamad ‘dwarf’ – gamadon ‘little dwarf’ (see Bat-El 1997).
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Despite the examples in (25b), I am reluctant to conclude that one of the many semantic
properties of -on is ‘disposable reading material’. Rather, I claim that -on is a general nominal
suffix, with no specific semantic property. The semantic property shared by the forms in (25b)
is based on the generic word !iton ‘newspaper’, rather than on the suffix -on. Occasionally, a
word takes the structure of another word in order to reflect some semantic affiliation that is not
expressed by a shared base or by a semantically specified structure. The noun mefagéa ‘suicide
bomber’, for example, takes the configuration of the older word mexabel ‘terrorist’. Another
possible form for ‘suicide bomber’ could be *pag!an, but it has not been chosen since it is
structurally similar to xablan ‘bomb disposal expert’, which has a positive connotation. Similarly,
kapliya ‘caplet’ – tavliya ‘tablet’, yevu ‘import’ – yecu ‘export’, giz!anut ‘racism’ (cf. géza ‘race’,
giz!an ‘racist’) – minanut ‘sexism’ (cf. min ‘sex’, *minan), toxna ‘software’ – gonva ‘pirated
software’ (cf. ganav ‘to steal’), and the name of a taxi company +aronit (where +aron is the name
of the area where it operates), based on monit ‘taxi’. Of course, the common structure of the
forms in each pair does not carry the shared semantic property, as there are plenty of forms using
these structures that do not carry this meaning. Similarly, the common pattern of reduplication
of some diminutive nouns/adjectives or some repetitive/durative verbs does not carry the semantic
property.

Further justification for this argument is required for the pattern C1C2VC3C2CVC3C, because
unlike the other patterns, it appears in forms the majority of which indeed share a meaning:
diminutive. However, the predictive power of this semantic property is weak, since bases with three
consonants can select C1VC2C3VC3C as well, sometimes as an alternative to C1C2VC3C2CVC3C.

(26) Diminutive reduplicated forms with three different consonants

Base C1VC2C3VC3C(i) C1C2VC3C2CVC3C

Nouns
+éver +avrir

‘breakage’ ‘splint’
xélek xelkik

‘part’ ‘particle’
kémet kamtut

‘wrinkle’ ‘little wrinkle’
géver gvarvar

‘man’ ‘macho’
zakan zkankan

‘beard’ ‘little beard’

Adjectives
!agum !agmumi

‘gloomy’ ‘gloomy’
ya+en ya+nuni

‘sleeping’ ‘sleepy’
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Base C1VC2C3VC3C(i) C1C2VC3C2CVC3C

+amen +manman
‘fat’ ‘chubby’

xalak xalaklak
‘smooth’ ‘smooth’

varod vradrad
‘pink’ ‘pinkish’

+axor +xarxar
‘black’ ‘blackish’

katan katnuni ktantan
‘small’ ‘petty’ ‘very small’

!adom !admumi !adamdam
‘red’ ‘reddish’ ‘reddish’

lavan lavnuni levanvan
‘white’ ‘whitish’ ‘whitish’

There are also structural properties that may support the claim that C1C2VC3C2CVC3C is
different from the other patterns of reduplication. While the prosodic structure of the other patterns
is also found in nonreduplicated forms (see (2)), the prosodic structure of C1C2VC3C2CVC3C is
limited to reduplicated stems (with the exception of blends; e.g., cfargol, a hybrid of cfardéa
‘frog’ and xargol ‘grasshopper’). It has been suggested that since an initial complex onset is
found in suffixed forms (e.g., gamal – gmalim ‘camel(s)’), this pattern involves suffixation.
Further support can be drawn from Graf’s (2002) observation that the types of stems that undergo
deletion under suffixation (CéCVC and CaCVC) are also the ones that can serve as bases for
C1C2VC3C2CVC3C reduplication; that is, from kélev ‘dog’ we can get klavlav ‘little dog’ (cf. klavim
‘dogs’), but from kipod ‘hedgehog’ we cannot get *kpadpad/kpodpod (cf. kipodim ‘hedgehogs’).

I claim that these structural properties are not sufficient to grant C1C2VC3C2CVC3C a different
status and thus a different formal account. First, CaCVC stems that do not undergo deletion under
suffixation (e.g., katav – katavim ‘reporter(s)’) are still potential bases for C1C2VC3C2CVC3C

reduplication (ktavtav ‘reporter (derogatory)’). Second, Hebrew nouns do not have consonant-
initial suffixes, and therefore there are no suffixed forms of the structure CCVC-CVC.18 Third,
complex onsets are found in stems without a suffix (e.g., cfardéa ‘frog’, +vil ‘path’). Thus, the
prosodic structure of C1C2VC3C2CVC3C shares properties with both bare stems and suffixed forms,
and therefore it cannot constitute an argument for either.

There is, however, a positive structural reason to view a C1C2VC3C2CVC3C pattern as a
stem, rather than a suffixed form. As noted in Bat-El 1989, the vocalic patterns found in
C1C2VC3C2CVC3C reduplicated forms also appear in nonreduplicated ones (as is the case with
the other reduplicated forms; see (2)); for example, !aa" in vradrad ‘pinkish’ and sarbal ‘overall

18 One exception is gvartan ‘valiant’, derived from géver ‘man’ plus -an. Here, instead of *gavran, we find gvartan;
compare kéver ‘grave’ – kavran ‘undertaker’.
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(garment)’, !au" in !asafsuf ‘crowd’ (epenthetic vowel in the first syllable; see footnote 3) and
yalkut ‘bag’, and !ao" in cmarmóret ‘shiver’ and masóret ‘tradition’.

The absence of coherent semantic distinctions between the different patterns of reduplication
and a prosodic trigger for all cases of reduplication (see section 1) supports two aspects of the
approach advocated in this article: (a) all patterns of reduplication should be analyzed under a
unified formal account (section 4), and (b) reduplication is lexically specified, as much as other
word formation strategies (section 1).

6 Conclusions

Identical consonants in Hebrew may appear anywhere in the stem. However, I have argued that
speakers distinguish between stems where the identical consonants are at the right periphery and
stems where the identical consonants are in other positions. This distinction is accessible online,
without reference to a lexical base. I have proposed constraints that allow speakers to make this
distinction and to assign a reduplicated structure only to stems with identical consonants at the
right edge. To parse a stem as reduplicated means to identify the rightmost member of a pair of
identical consonants as a copy of the other. When parsing a reduplicated stem, speakers distinguish
between (a) the consonants belonging to the domain of the base and (b) the residual consonants,
which are the copy.

I have proposed that reduplicated stems are lexically associated with a constraint COPY, since
reduplication is often not predicted on independent grounds (prosodic or semantic). This approach
is in the spirit of work by Russell (1995, 1999), who views morphological processes as constraints
(see also Yip 1998, Adam and Bat-El 2000, Hammond 2000, Bat-El 2002, 2003a). The advantage
of viewing reduplication as triggered by a constraint, rather than by an affix in the input, is that
a constraint is available for online parsing without reference to an input.

COPY may reside in one of three designated positions in the ranking of the prosodic constraints
defining the licit prosodic structures. Its position, along with the number of different consonants,
determines the pattern of reduplication. Note that COPY does not add a prosodic structure or a
specific segmental unit; rather, it requires every segment to have two occurrences in the stem.
The copied material is thus a residue left after identifying a base. It has a status similar to that
of the consonantal root in nonreduplicated stems, which, as argued in Bat-El 2001, 2003a,b, is
not a morphological unit but a residue left after stripping away the configuration composed of
the vocalic pattern and the prosodic structure. That is, words may consist of units directly referred
to by the grammar plus residual segmental material.

This account differs from that of Gafos (1998), who proposes that the vocalic pattern is
associated with RED, and thus every stem is potentially reduplicated; the fact that reduplication
is not surface true in all stems is due to prosodic constraints. To account for the lexical distinction
between the patterns C1VC2VC2C and C1VC2C1CVC2C, Gafos proposes that the latter is lexically
associated with the template [$%%$].19 There are several problems with this account. First, there

19 The pattern C1VC2C3VC3C, which contrary to Gafos’s prediction does exist, will also be lexically specified for
[$%%$].
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is no independent motivation for a moraic structure in Hebrew, since the language does not exhibit
a weight distinction; there are no phonemic long vowels, nor is stress attracted by CVC syllables
(Bolozky 1978a). McCarthy (1984) has shown that Hebrew templates must be based on syllables,
without further specification, as the difference between verbs like gidel ‘to raise’, tilfen ‘to phone’,
tilgref ‘to telegraph’, and +nirkel ‘to use a snorkel’ is not due to the internal structure of the
syllables in the template. Moreover, the template [$%%$] cannot distinguish between the patterns
C1C2VC3C2CVC3C and C1VC2C3VC3C, since there is no moraic distinction between simple and
complex onsets. Second, Gafos’s analysis wrongly predicts that the expansion of monosyllabic
bases will always take place via reduplication, since RED is associated with the vocalic pattern.
As shown in (5c), monosyllabic bases can be expanded by means other than reduplication, and
thus a further lexical specification will be required to distinguish between forms like +em ‘name’ –
+iyem ‘to name’ and ken ‘nest’ – kinen ‘to nest’. Also, the absence of reduplication in pairs like
+ir ‘song’ – +ar ‘to sing’ needs to be lexically specified.

Here, I argued that all reduplicated forms are lexically associated with COPY. There is nothing
idiosyncratic in the patterns requiring, as Gafos proposes, the lexically specified template [$%%$]
(i.e., C1VC2C3VC3C and C1VC2C1CVC2C); therefore, a formal distinction does not reflect their
status in the grammar, which is the same as that of the other patterns. The lexical specification
suggested here is on a par with the specification required for other morphological processes (see
end of section 1), as the presence of several word formation strategies for a particular function
renders the selection of a particular strategy unpredictable in many cases.

Nonreduplicated stems with identical consonants are not banned, but they are certainly disfa-
vored, as suggested by experimental studies (and their low type-frequency in the Hebrew lexicon).
SCORRI, which bans such forms, is ranked low enough to allow them to be parsable and derivable;
they are parsable because SCORRI is ranked below SCORRP, and they are derivable because SCORRI
(which does the job of the OCP) is ranked below MAX. These rankings account for the fact that
not only do forms with identical consonants in positions other than the right periphery of the
stem exist in Hebrew, they are also not rejected by the grammar. An analysis that does not predict
the existence of such forms does not reflect the native speaker’s grammar.
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